Vision 2018: Realizing the potential of the renewed KMA
Strategic plan FY 2015-2018
The May 2014 opening of Cycle of Life , Richard Jolley’s monumental glass installation, is more than a momentous milestone in the short history of
the KMA. The regional, national, and international attention this unparalleled masterpiece will attract has motivated the comprehensive
restoration, preservation, and improvement of the landmark Clayton Building, a modernist masterpiece by Edward Larrabee Barnes and the
museum’s most important and visible asset; the creation of a functional and beautiful civic space in the North Garden; the establishment of a
dedicated art acquisition fund; and the growth of operating and program endowments. More than $8 million has been raised to date under the
umbrella of the 25th Anniversary Campaign. The success of this effort, the first capital campaign since the original fundraising effort to build the
museum in the late 1980s, speaks well of the community’s confidence in the museum’s future, and the extent to which the KMA is valued by a
broad base of stakeholders. The museum enters its second quarter-century in optimal physical, financial, and programmatic shape, a
fundamentally different—and better—institution.
Planning for the “post-Jolley-opening” KMA builds first of all on the robust sense of identity and mission well-honed by prior planning efforts:
The Knoxville Museum of Art celebrates the art and artists of East Tennessee, introduces new art and new ideas, educates and serves a diverse
community, enhances Knoxville’s quality of life and economic development, and operates ethically, responsibly, and transparently as a public
trust.
Higher Ground: A Century of the Visual Arts in East Tennessee , the museum’s flagship installation, has definitively established the KMA as a
museum that is first and foremost about the rich and distinctive visual culture of the region. (The Jolley installation is itself a powerful affirmation
of the KMA’s commitment to the art and artists of East Tennessee.) A lively schedule of diverse and sophisticated temporary exhibitions and
related programming presents the best of our own local traditions in the context of national and international artistic developments. A new
ongoing installation—Currents: Recent Art from East Tennessee and Beyond —brings up to the present the story of the visual arts in our region
and their relationship to the wider world, engaging a new generation of KMA visitors and stakeholders. Five years of free admission and a rich mix
of education and outreach programs for children and adults have begun to chip away at the erroneous notion that the museum exists only for the
privileged. A well-established and lively music program—Alive After Five—has engaged a diverse population for two decades. The museum’s
success over the past decade or more has been supported and made possible by a skilled and highly motivated staff (working for the most part
without pay raises for the past five years, with pay cuts during the worst of the recent recession), diverse revenue streams generated by a
diligently cultivated and expanding base of donors, engaged and committed board leadership, a corps of experienced and enthusiastic volunteers,
a healthy membership base, and an effective and capable fundraising auxiliary in the KMA Guild.
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The KMA is positioned to begin a period of sustained growth, change, and improvement. The question is not whether the museum can continue
to do well, but rather how it can leverage its considerable advantages to assume an even higher profile locally, regionally, and nationally. In short,
how can the KMA achieve its highest potential?
During the summer and fall of 2013, as work was still underway on the building, KMA staff, trustees, volunteers, and other stakeholders looked at
this question from their respective viewpoints. Each group was asked to imagine what might be possible after the Jolley installation has been
unveiled and the museum and its grounds are completely renovated. This exercise was framed as a question: what would the KMA look and feel
like if it were an exemplary regional art museum? What does that mean?
We define such an institution, and hence the KMA, as an organization that will:
--reflect and shape the region’s cultural identity and nurture its aspirations.
--meaningfully engage diverse audiences.
--attract visitors and support from a wide area.
--generate the diversified revenue streams that will sustain operations and foster future growth
-- adhere to the highest and best professional practices in administration and governance.
The detailed plan attached lays out the goals and actions that will support these principles, along with the party responsible, schedule, deadline,
and benchmarking information for each proposed action. Costs are estimated over the three-year period FY 2015-2018 and include only those
costs that are not already in the KMA budget.
(approved by the Board of Trustees on 12/16/2013)
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Vision 2018
Principle 1:

The KMA will reflect and help shape the region’s cultural identity and
nurture its aspirations
Time/Deadline
6/30/2016

Cost (3 years) Benchmark(s)
$
5,000

curatorial

6/30/2015

$

-

Create a national advisory board of donors, curatorial
gallerists, collectors, and others with
expertise, interest, and resources who will
support the growth of the KMA collection.

6/30/2017

$

5,000

Time/Deadline
6/30/2018

Cost (3 years)
Benchmark(s)
$
5,000

6/30/2017

$

-

ongoing

$

- annual

Objective #1

Action(s)
Responsibility
Create
a
new
group
to
support
acquisitions
curatorial
Develop, focus, and promote
collection strength in the art for Higher Ground to supplement existing
Collectors Circle.

of East Tennessee.

Create timeline and written plan for major
publication of collection highlights.

Objective #2

Action(s)
Responsibility
Create
a
Young
Collectors
Group
to
engage
curatorial
Develop, focus, and promote
a new generation of supporters, especially
collection strength in
Millenials.

contemporary art, especially
works that demonstrate
connections between East
Tennessee and the world
("Bonaroo model"=quality
regional+international).

Create a plan and timetable for the
establishment of an off-site experimental
space to support and promote significant
local and regional artists.

curatorial

Maintain a strong connection with area art, curatorial
cultural, and higher education institutions.
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documentation of
contacts

Objective #3

Action(s)
Responsibility
Schedule
exhibitions
of
contemporary
art
curatorial
Maintain vigorous schedule
of temporary exhibitions to aimed at introducing global art trends, and
complement and supplement creating acquisitions opportunities for
Currents.

Time/Deadline
ongoing

Cost (3 years)
Benchmark(s)
$
-

permanent installations

Continue organizing regular "Artist
Spotlight" exhibitions for Higher Ground.

curatorial

ongoing

$

-

Organize survey exhibitions that examine
specific aspects (period, medium, etc.) of
the art history of East Tennessee.

curatorial

ongoing

$

-

Time/Deadline
6/30/2015

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
-

Objective #4

Action(s)
Responsibility
Create
a
gallery
interpretive
plan
for
curatorial
Speak to a broad and diverse
audience by offering a rich, permanent exhibitions--Higher Ground and
Currents--making sure to incorporate new
layered mix of interactive
technology.

interpretive tools .

Create interpretive plans for each
temporary exhibition.

curatorial

6/30/2015

$

-

Increase number of public programs
(lectures, workshops, gallery talks) that
focus on permanent and temporary
exhibitions.

curatorial

ongoing

$

30,000
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Principle 2:

The KMA will meaningfully engage diverse audiences.

Objective #1

Action(s)
Contact civic, religious, professional,
neighborhood, ethnic, and other
organizations to offer free on- and off-site
programming intended to introduce
museum and its programs to the widest
possible audience.

Responsibility
education

Incorporate Spanish text, audio-tours,
signage.

curatorial

6/30/2015

$

Action(s)
Provide a rich mix of offerings Institute after-school programs for K-12
(classes, workshops, gallery students.

Responsibility
education

Time/Deadline
ongoing

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
10,000

talks) for children, families,
and out-of-school adults.

Offer more art history, art appreciation,
studio courses for adults and families.

education

ongoing

$

Review use of facility for education
programs.

education/
administration

12/31/2014

$

Action(s)
Review museum hours and adjust to serve
needs of visitors.

Responsibility
administration

Time/Deadline
12/31/2014

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
30,000

Maintain free admission.

administration

ongoing

$

-

ongoing

$

2,500

Reach out to underserved
audiences.

Objective #2

Objective #3

Emphasize phyical and
intellectual accessibility for
all KMA programs and
activities.

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
- annual
documentation of
contacts,
programs.

Institute visitor service training regularly for operations
all frontline volunteer and paid staff.
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Time/Deadline
ongoing

2,500

10,000

- written report

Objective #4

Align K-12 programs directly
and visibly with commoncore curriculum.

Action(s)
Responsibility
Rework existing Higher Ground, Currents
education/
material to support school curricular goals, curatorial
especially literacy.

Time/Deadline
6/30/2015

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
2,500

Draw on resources of area art education
higher ed programs to help with KMA
program design.

ongoing

$

-

Engage school principals, subject affinity
education
groups by hosting meetings at the museum.

6/30/2015

$

500

Create “Ambassadors” group in school
system, identifying school personnel who
will act as advocates and cheerleaders for
the KMA (model of UT Chancellor’s
Associates).

education

6/30/2015

$

500

Add certified K-12 teacher to staff to design, education
implement programs.

6/30/2016

$

150,000

Take advantage of proximity of L&N STEM
Academy to use as a laboratory for
innovative programs.

ongoing

$

-
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education

education

Principle 3:

The KMA will attract visitors and support from a wide area.

Objective #1

Action(s)
Continue to cultivate successful earned
Build on and continue the
enthusiasm, media exposure, media relationships

and new audiences generated
by the Cycle of Life opening. Create a paid advertising plan for regional

Responsibility
marketing

Time/Deadline
ongoing

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
- annual
documentation of
media visibility

marketing

ongoing

$

75,000

Utilize database of media outlets that will
be contacted through the paid PR firm’s
work to promote the Jolley

marketing

ongoing

$

-

Increase social media to include new
platforms, including blog and "tweet ups;"
stay ahead of social media innovations.

marketing

ongoing

$

20,000

Create plan for programming to celebrate
25th anniversary of Clayton Building in
calendar 2015.

education/
development

12/31/2014

$

10,000

Action(s)
Host the Southeastern Art Museum
Directors and Southeastern Museums
Conference annual meetings in 2014.

Responsibility
administration

Time/Deadline
12/31/2014

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
5,000

ongoing

$

and national media.

Objective #2

Promote the KMA as a
regional anchor and
Knoxville/East Tennessee as a
Cultivate relationships with tourism boards administration
cultural destination.

500 Documentation of
events scheduled
with area
organizations

and chambers of commerce in the region
to expand awareness of the KMA and its
attributes.
Add the KMA as a downtown trolley stop
adminstration
and promote the connection to downtown.

12/31/2014

$

-

Host event(s) to acquaint taxi cab drivers, marketing
hotel staff, etc. to generate referrals to the
KMA.

ongoing

$

1,500

Consider Google ad words and/or organic
search.

ongoing

$

2,500
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marketing

Allocate resources to permit reboot,
redesign of website
Objective #3

Assume a leadership and
support role among cultural
organizations In the region.

marketing

6/30/2015

$

Action(s)
Responsibility
Continue to collaborate with McClung, East administration/
Tennessee History Center on "Smithsonian" marketing
model joint marketing concept.

Time/Deadline
ongoing

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
10,000

Invite collaboration with other cultural
organizations throughout the region.

administration

ongoing

$

-

Make facility available to regional not-forprofit at subsidized rates

administration

ongoing

$

25,000 annual
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12,000

documentation of
reduced-fee or
free rentals.

Principle 4:

The KMA will generate the diversified revenue streams that will sustain
operations and foster future growth

Objective #1

Action(s)

Responsibility

Time/Deadline

Cost (3 years)

Cultivate an institutional
culture of philanthropy,
emphasizing mission-based
rather than event-based
approach to fundraising

Involve Board of Trustees more directly
with fundraising efforts.

development/
BOT

ongoing

$

Objective #2

Action(s)
Responsibility
Identify
new
revenue
sources
from
outside
development
Grow individual, foundation,
of Knoxville.
and corporate giving.

Objective #3

Benchmark(s)

- annual
documention of
trustee
involvement with
fundraising

Time/Deadline
ongoing

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
- annual
documentation of
new revenue

Conduct annual event for business and
corporate partners to recognize their
support.

development

ongoing

$

Leverage Jolley opening attention to
reclaim lapsed members.

development

12/31/2014

$

Action(s)
Offer 2-3 Gen-X/Y-oriented events and/or
programs annually.

Responsibility
development/
education

3,000

500 documentation of
renewed
members

Cultivate Gen-X, Gen-Y
members and donors as
tomorrow's supporters by
creating and promoting
Identify a group of Gen-X/Y leaders to help development/
programs that appeal to Gen- with planning and organizing Gen-X/Y
BOT
X/Y interests.
events.
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Time/Deadline
ongoing

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
5,000

ongoing

$

-

Objective #4

Increase marketing of
member benefits to nonmembers.

Action(s)
Create membership recruitment display
area at reception desk.

Responsibility
development

Time/Deadline
12/31/2014

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
500

Survey non-members to determine which
benefits are most meaningful.

development

6/30/2015

$

500

Institute annual membership sales training development
for front-line floor staff.

12/31/2014

$

-

Conduct membership marketing campaign. development

6/30/2015

$

2,500 documentation of
new member
signups

Time/Deadline
ongoing

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
-

Guild

ongoing

$

-

Provide Guild members with unique
Guild
cultural enrichment opportunities in a wide
variety of the visual arts.

ongoing

$

-

Align Guild programming with general
museum public programming

ongoing

$

-

Develop opportunities for Guild volunteers Guild
to become leaders of major fundraising
events.

ongoing

$

-

Action(s)
Increase earned income by 10% annually.

Time/Deadline
ongoing

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
(30,000)

Objective #5

Action(s)
Responsibility
development
Support and coordinate with Maintain current dollar level of revenue
while
reducing
percentage
of
revenue
from
KMA Guild in its fundraising
Guild events.

and membership efforts

Increase Guild membership by 10%
annually.

Objective #6

Take advantage of increased
facility capacity and
attendance to grow earned
income.
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education/
Guild

Responsibility
operations

Principle 5:

The KMA will adhere to the highest and best professional practices in
administration and governance.

Objective #1

Action(s)
Responsibility
Increase base salaries across the board by administration
5% to make up for past salary cuts and lack
of raises.

Time/Deadline
6/30/2015

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
150,000

adminstration

6/30/2015

$

60,000

Allocate funding to allow staff to take
administration
advantage of professional development
opportunities (state, regional, and national
conferences, professional training, etc.)

6/30/2015

$

15,000

Actively recruit and retain volunteers for all VAC, operations
areas of operation.

ongoing

$

Create detailed job description for each
volunteer position.

VAC, operations

6/30/2015

$

-

Continue annual volunteer recognition
event and explore ways to recognize and
encourage volunteer contributions.

VAC, operations

ongoing

$

2,500

Time/Deadline
12/31/2015

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
2,500 completion of self-

Compensate paid staff
competitively and offer paid
and volunteer staff ample
opportunities for personal
Review all staff salaries and adjust to
and professional growth,
conform to regional median for position.
development, and training.

Objective #2

Action(s)
Responsibility
Complete
reaccreditation
self
study,
administration
Follow best practices for
creation and maintenance of including review and updating of all written
operating plans and policies museum policies (collection management,
personnel, ethics, disaster plan) and create
document retention, technology plans and
social media policy.
Conduct annual audit by certified public
accountant.
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finance

- documentation
volunteer growth
and retention

study

ongoing

$

-

Evaluate each paid staff member annually
in writing by her/his supervisor; executive
director will be evaluated annually in
writing by Board of Trustees.
Objective #3

Take advantage of
opportunities presented by
new technology
Objective #4

Ensure maintenance of
renovated facility to the
highest standards

administration

ongoing

$

Action(s)
Responsibility
Increase internet bandwidth to support the operations
needs of staff, volunteers, and visitors.

Time/Deadline
12/31/2014

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
3,000

Action(s)
Responsibility
In consultation with renovation contractors, operations
create building and HVAC maintenance plan
and budget funds to execute.

Time/Deadline
ongoing

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
30,000

Time/Deadline
ongoing

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
-

Make diversity (geographic, ethnic,
BOT,
demographic, etc.) a priority in the
administration
recruitment of trustees
Conduct annual board enrichment/training adminstration
by outside consultants.

ongoing

$

-

ongoing

$

15,000

Action(s)
Responsibility
Board of Trustees will monitor and evaluate BOT
progress of strategic plan annually.

Time/Deadline
ongoing

Benchmark(s)
Cost (3 years)
$
-

Objective #4

Action(s)
Responsibility
Ensure adequate and ongoing Engage the Board of Trustees with regular administration
presentations about collection, exhibitions,
board training
and programs.

Objective #5

Make planning an integral
part of institutional culture
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